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5.6 STRATEGIC POLICY REVIEW - PURCHASING AND BUY LOCAL  

RECORD NUMBER: 2019/2518 
AUTHOR: Samantha Freeman, Acting Director Corporate and Commercial 

Services      
  

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report presents the Purchasing Policy which has been further reviewed and amended, 
to reflect proposed changes to the Local Preference Purchasing Policy, and is recommended 
for placement on public exhibition.  

This report also presents the Buy Local Purchasing Policy (formerly the Local Preference 
Purchasing Policy)  has been reviewed and amended (following Council resolution of  22 
October 2019 requesting a review of such policy with the intent of increasing the 2% price 
advantage to local suppliers) and is recommended for placement on public exhibition. 

LINK TO DELIVERY/OPERATIONAL PLAN 

The recommendation in this report relates to the Delivery/Operational Plan strategy “17.1 
Collaborate - Provide representative, responsible and accountable community governance”. 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

Nil 

POLICY AND GOVERNANCE IMPLICATIONS 

Council’s Strategic Policies are being reviewed and amended to ensure ongoing compliance 
with legislation and industry best practice. Policies of Council are of two types – Strategic 
Policies are determined by Council, and relate to Councillors and the broader community.  

The Local Government Act 1993 requires the public exhibition of Policies (if new or include 
significant changes) and adoption by Council. Operational Policies are determined and 
implemented by the Chief Executive Officer, and relate to staff and the operations of the 
organisation.  
 

RECOMMENDATION 

That Council resolves to: 
1 Place the following draft Strategic Policies on public exhibition for a minimum of 

28 days: 

 ST093 - Purchasing Policy 

 ST109 - Buy Local Purchasing Policy 

 
 

FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

Consideration has been given to the recommendation’s impact on Council’s service delivery; 
image and reputation; political; environmental; health and safety; employees; stakeholders 
and project management; and no further implications or risks have been identified. 
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION 

A review of Council’s Strategic Policy framework continues, and the following policies have 
been reviewed and is recommended for placement on public exhibition: 

 ST093 - Purchasing Policy 

 ST109 - Buy Local Purchasing Policy 

Following the exhibition process, and consideration of any submissions, a further report will 
be provided to Council attaching any submissions and suggesting any amendments to the 
policies prior to final adoption by Council. 

Staff have reviewed a number of other Council Buy Local Purchasing policies and the 
attached draft policies are believed to be a reasonable balance between obtaining value for 
money and supporting local suppliers. 

A summary of the major amendments to each policy is set out in the tables below, however, 
supporting information to explain the rationale behind the proposed amendments is 
provided as follows: 

Purchases of goods and services up of $249,999 

Following the intent of the Council resolution of 22 October 2019, the philosophy adopted is 
to provide a reasonable percentage price advantage for Local and Regional Suppliers (as 
defined in the attached draft Buy Local Purchasing Policy) with a greater emphasis on 
suppliers within the Orange City Council local government area. 

All purchases of goods and/or services up to the value of $2,999 must be sourced from a 
Local Supplier, unless goods or services are not able to be sourced from a Local Supplier, are 
not of sufficient quality or it is not practicable to do so, e.g. training, accommodation, 
specialised services,  required delivery times not able to be met. 

The local percentage price advantage has been doubled from 2% to 4% for purchases from 
$3,000 to $49,999 for Local Suppliers.  This is considered to be reasonable given it would 
address purchases including motor vehicles and minor plant items.   This would give the 
benefit to a Local Supplier of up to $2,000.  Typically, most purchases below $50,000 for 
trade services, and minor items such as tyres, plumbing supplies, etc. are sourced locally 
due to availability and convenience. 

For purchases of $50,000 to $249,999, this policy seeks to balance local preference against 
value for money.   A 2% local percentage price advantage is proposed, giving a Local Supplier 
a $5,000 price advantage at the top of this monetary threshold range. 

If 4% was maintained for the full monetary threshold range from $3,000 to $249,999, it 
would have an impact of $10,000 at the top of this range.  The additional costs at this level 
would start to have a negative impact on Council’s budget. 

As Regional Suppliers have a lesser positive impact on the local economy, a lower 
percentage price advantage of 2% for the monetary threshold range of $3,000 to $49,999 
and 1% for the monetary threshold range of $50,000 to $249,999 has been proposed. 

Non-Local Suppliers receive zero percentage price advantage under the policy. 
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Tenders 
The Local Government Act 1993 (Act), and Local Government (General) Regulation 2005 
specify a financial threshold of $250,000 to determine when a tender is required for the 
procurement of goods and/or services.   This means projects of this value must be managed 
via a tender process unless exempt under the Act. 

With respect to tenders and purchases of $250,000 and over, these, under the Local 
Government Act 1993, must be advertised broadly  and often attract large companies and 
head contractors which have the opportunity to employ local sub-contractors or purchase 
from local suppliers.  The philosophy adopted here proposes the support of contractors and 
suppliers that are anticipated to have a positive financial impact on the local economy. 

Therefore, rather than applying a percentage price advantage, a “Local Content” criterion 
(as defined in the attached Buy Local Purchasing Policy) is to be applied when tender 
submissions are being evaluated to determine a successful supplier.  The “Local Content” 
criterion will form a minimum of 5% (default value) to a maximum of 10% of the overall 
assessment criteria (as approved by the Chief Executive Officer). The score associated with 
this criterion will be a ratio of the Local Content to the overall tendered price.   

Summary of Amendments 

ST093 – Purchasing Policy 
 

Reference Update 

Objectives  Extend Council’s existing business principles to give consideration to 
disability employment where applicable. 

General  Formatting changes. 
Updates to Tendering threshold in accordance with the Local Government 

Act 1993.   
Reference to updates to the Buy Local Purchasing Policy. 
 Inclusion of reference to Risk.  Risk assessment to be undertaken for larger 

purchases or where there is the potential for significant impacts on 
Council.  

 Tendering threshold to be considered in concert with risk assessment to 
determine if purchases with a lower dollar value should follow tender 
process under Local Government Act 1993. 

 Instruction and guidance on complying with policy will be provided in the 
Operational Purchasing Policy which will be updated from time to time to 
reflect improved practices and minimise risk to Council. 

ST109 – Buy Local Purchasing Policy 
 

Reference Update 

Policy  Change of name from Local Preference Purchasing Policy to Buy Local 
Purchasing Policy. 

Objectives Updated to include sustainability of local economy by maximising 
participation of local businesses in the delivery of goods and services and 
encourage the inclusion of local businesses and employment of local 
residents. 

Applicability Updated to apply to all purchases unless exclusions under the Strategic 
Purchasing Policy apply. 
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Reference Update 

General Amendment or addition to definitions: Local Supplier, Regional Supplier, 
Non-Local Supplier, Local Content and Shop-Front. 

Removal of 2% percentage price advantage and replaced with various 
percentage price advantages to be applied for Local Suppliers and 
Regional Suppliers (as defined in the Policy), as set out in Table 1,  
dependent on the monetary threshold purchase amounts. 

 For tenders, Local Content criterion to be applied when submissions are 
being evaluated to determine successful tenderer, being a minimum of 
5% to a maximum of 10% of the overall assessment criteria.  The score 
associated with this criterion will be a ratio of the Local Content to the 
overall tendered price. 

 
 

ATTACHMENTS 
1 DRAFT - Strategic Policy - ST093 - Purchasing PDF (November 2019), D19/70374  
2 DRAFT - Strategic Policy - ST109 - Buy Local Purchasing PDF (November 2019), 

D19/70377  
  


